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Minutes before, as the morning sun rose over the graying sunflower fields of Tarnag, a strange wind
lashed the great plains, shaking the tall grasses as if possessed by demonic spirits. A ferocious

demonic spirit screamed out its terrible anger toward the peace of Tarnag. Its red eyes glared as
fiery blood drenched its huge features. Oh, how it had longed for revenge! A small humble group of
brave men tried their best to defend their country. However, their efforts went in vain as the demon
unleashed a torrent of flames upon the valiant soldiers and plunged the land into the longest night it

had seen in hundreds of years. In the end, only one man survived from the small group. People
called him a "witcher" as his eyes always betrayed his opponent. The wits lacked the power to
compete against his sword, and their swordsmanship was powerless against his devilish magic.

Because of his astounding prowess, he became the wits' only hope... • Brandish your Blade in Style
You can firmly grasp the sword as though it were a part of your body. In addition, using the high
level of sword skills you gain, you can perform fine, deadly strikes. Even if you are clumsy at the
start, and the blade you grasp is stained with blood, you can recover your position quickly and

contribute greatly to your swordplay. • Equip Epic Weapons Equip weapons that have been
enchanted to become truly powerful. Because your hands are not so strong as those of others, you
must increase the power of your weapons. Enhance your skills by gathering items such as "Hero's

Soul" from defeated enemies and using them as ingredients. You can combine them with items you
found on the field of battle to create swords, armor, and magic that will enhance your play. • Fight
against a Devilish Spirit Use magic to harness the demon of the night and call forth its power. It is a

powerful tool that combines sword skills with magic. It is also a good way to strengthen your
swordplay. • Become a Powerful Wizard Wizards use magic for their play. The magic that you forge
has a great influence on your play. You can also fuse magic items together to create stronger spells

and weapons. The more powerful your wizarding abilities are, the easier it will be to destroy
enemies. CONCLUSION: The demon of the night raged with the fire of its rage over Tarnag. But a

man

Features Key:
GOLDEN LINK-WEEKEND DATES. This is the only fantasy RPG with an instantly running GLOBAL test

server that you can play at a customer's place, instantly!
DEVELOPER-SUPPORTED ORIGINAL SOUL SCALE GAMEPLAY. Fully developed by the original

developers, Soul Link presents seamless RPG battles against a variety of monsters.
LEVEL 100, R100, AND DARK CHARACTER METAHEARS Featuring level 100, R100, and dark
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metahear, one-piece gear, each player is ensured a long, enjoyable gaming experience.
ONLINE MULTIPLAYER SERVER WITH ENDLESS ATTACK AI Quickly improve your account, enhance

your equipment, craft skills, and boosts, and launch massive attacks against the numerous
monsters.

YOSHI-OSAN RECORDING OF CURRENT PLAYERS AND THEIR EVENTS Reflect on your characters and
your accomplishments in a safe and secure atmosphere.

Elden Ring System Requirements:

Windows PC Slimming down the requirements may restrict user experiences.
OS: Windows Vista or later
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RISE, TARNISHED “For the fantasy action RPG fans.” GAMESTUDIO.COM “After you get through the tutorial
and learn the controls, you'll find yourself quickly lost in the game.” GAMESTUDIO.DE “More than meets the
eye, a splendid game.” GAMESTUDIO.ES “Marvelous adventure game.” GAMESTUDIO.FR “The unique and
beautiful graphics will draw you to your game.” GAMESTUDIO.HU “Fine graphics; a high sense of depth; a
narrative that is simply worth the effort; and an art style that has a mixture of the old and new.”
GAMESTUDIO.TH “A far cry from other fantasy games, the beautiful graphics and story-line will draw you
into the game.” AVG.NZ “A high-quality game.” GAMEWEEK.FR “You should get this game.” GAMEWEEK.JP
“A high-quality game that has interesting premise.” GAMEWEEK.KR “A splendid fantasy RPG, and a pity to
pass it by.” GAMEWEEK.TK “An amazing game!” GAMEWEEK.UK “A game worth a try!” GAMEWEEK.US “A
high-quality game, one of the best online games.” REPLAYY.COM “A joy to behold.” YOUTUBE.COM “Without
a doubt, one of the best fantasy online games.” LORDNATION.TK “The narrative, art design and graphics are
outstanding.” REDTAPP.COM “A fine RPG story.” ZOONATION.COM “A game worthy of your bff6bb2d33
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SOULS are the time for change “You're going to become stronger and stronger. Even if you get a big hit on
your body, no matter how much pain you feel, it will disappear.” ―Tarnished Princess The story of my life is
an unusual one. In fact, it is a story of a 'Kobayashi Maru'. A war that is fought without being involved in it. A
war that there is no gain to fight. In fact, it is a war that does not even have any losses. It is a war fought
between my life and death. The war that is fought without even having a name. A war where I have to give
up my life. A war that I cannot win. “My gift to you is my death. You shall not miss the chance. I tell you this
because I fear the time may come when the talents of the honored guards at the back of this land will be
needed. The time when your courage will be more badly needed. The time when I will no longer be able to
stand in your stead. So, I advise you to consider this very carefully.” ―The Untold Story GATE OF HEAVEN†
Our Lord, the great master of the great mountain, heard the earth shake and the ground burst from
underneath its snow and ice. A serious and terrifying event was happening in the Earth. The path that we
lived on was being shattered. That there would no longer be even a trace left of our home was the belief of
all the guards. The girl and the boy from the two countries who heard our Lord's message was concerned for
the world. “Jigo, I’m sure the Earth will crumble. I don't know what will happen to the Path, but whatever it
is, it must be our Lord's plan. It must be.” ―Emilia Tarnished Lord, the hero who was entrusted by your Lord
in the Great Mountain, wandered the earth for 13 years. Your Lord's safety and the safety of all people
depended on your abilities. Your emotions and existence were disturbed by the voice of people of the earth.
It is said that even your Lord cannot hear the voice of the earth anymore. The gates will open, and the gate
of heaven will
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What's new:

© 2017 Ocean Interactive AB.

About Ocean Games:

Ocean Games, Inc., located in South Korea, was established in June
of 2008 with our first game, World of WarCraft, successfully
launched in August of 2009. A world leader in the MMORPG
category, we have continued to expand our portfolio of games by
forming partnerships with major publishers while growing our game
development technology, achieving unprecedented skills and
technology in the realm of games. Ocean Games, Inc. currently holds
the No. 1 ranking in player number and revenue in Asia.

Contact:  Ocean Interactive 

COMMUNITY MANAGER ^_^ info@pcpgames.com 

Under no circumstances is it legal for you to copy, reproduce or
modify this software or any part thereof. In fact, by using and
copying the software you agree to hold the original developer,
Ocean Interactive AB, and ALL its subsidiaries harmless of any
illegal practice. Even if you "share" the package with others, you
may not "resell" it. The Java version of World of Warcraft is NOT
MODIFICATION or you are telling that you agree to these laws.
PCGames-WOW.com may seek damages!
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